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I
Al Gezira

Al Jazirah (Madani), also spell “Gezira”, is one of the 18 states of Sudan. The state lies between the
Blue Nile and the White Nile in the east-central region of the country. It has an area of 27,549 sq.km .
The name comes from the Arabic word for island. Wad Madani is the capital of the state.
Al Jazirah ( Gezira) is a well populated area suitable for agriculture. The area was at the southern end
of Nubia and little is known about its ancient history and only limited archaeological work has been
conducted in this area.
It was part of the kingdom of Alodia for several centuries and with that state's collapse in the early
sixteenth century became the center of the Funj Kingdom of Sennar.
Alodia or Alwa was the southernmost of the three kingdoms of Christian Nubia; the other two were
Nobatia and Makuria to the north.
Much about this kingdom is still unknown, despite its thousand-year existence and considerable power
and geographic size. Due to fewer excavations far less is known about Alodia than its northern
counterparts. Most of what is known about Christian Nubia comes from either contemporary Egyptian
sources and the intensive archaeological work done in Lower Nubia prior to the flooding of many sites
by the Aswan High Dam. Neither of these sources shed much light on what went on in the Upper
Nubia during this period. Alodia's location in modern Sudan rather than Egypt has also hampered
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excavations as the greater instability of that country has long hampered work. Several literary works in
Ethiopian Orthodox liturgy however point to Ethiopian control and tribute both during ancient Axumite
times and during the latter Solomonic restoration. The campaigns of the twin Emperors Ezana and
Sezana and their younger sibling Hadefan appear from their chronicles a retaliation for withheld tribute
and continued rebellion. The inhabitants of the regions had been helping the Bejan raiders that Axum
perennially fought against. Axumite records list in meticulous detail the army units dispatched, the
measures taken and the numbers killed and prisoners seized in the area.

Near East in 565 AD, showing Alodia and its neighbors.
The origins of the kingdom are little known. The first reference to the Alodia might be a Meroitic stela
from the reign of Nastasen, that mention a region known as Alut that might be a reference to Alodia.
The first concrete reference is made Pliny the Elder who includes Alwa on his list of towns in Nubia.
How Alodia is related to the ancient kingdom of Meroe is one of the most important questions. Alodia
was centered on what was the heart of the Meroitic empire. By the time of Ezana of Axum it seems that
Alwa was controlled by the Noba rather than the Kushites.
Alodia , Alwa , Aloa (c.AD 570 - c.1480) was a Christian Nubian kingdom that was formed around 570
A,D., from the fifth cataract to the foot of the Ethiopian Highland or most of central Sudan. Soba(Subah)
was the capital. The kingdom seems to have spoken a language different from Old Nubian of Makouria
from the small number of text available in the Old Nubian Script. It outlived Makouria.
Alodia was converted to Christianity in the 6th century by missionaries sent by Byzantine Emperor
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Justinian and his wife Theodora. Monophysite Christianity flourished in Alodia, more so than other
Christian sects. Alodia was centered south of the great bend in the Nile river and south into the Gezira
with its capital at Soba. P.L. Shennie mentions that the name of a king David, who died in 1015, was
learned from a recently recovered tombstone. At some points in time it seems as though Alodia and
Makuria merged into one state, perhaps as a result of the close dynastic links between the two. If the
two states did merge at certain times, Alodia regained its independence.

Ibn Hawqal is the most important external source on the country, being one of the only detailed
firsthand accounts of a traveler to the country. He describes Alodia as being larger, wealthier, and
more powerful than Makuria, with the country covering a large region stretching from Ethiopia to the
Kordofan.
Alodia was the farthest of the Nubian states from the influences of Egypt and thus the last of the
Nubian states to be converted to Islam. The conventional date for the final destruction of Alodia is the
Funj conquest of the region in the early sixteenth century. Archaeological evidence seems to show that
the kingdom was in decline as early as the thirteenth century. Near the end of this century al-Harrani
reports that the capital had been moved to Wayula. Later Mamluk emissaries reported that the region
was divided among nine rulers.
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Alodia seems to have preserved its identity after the Funj conquest and its incorporation into the
Kingdom of Sennar. The Alodians, who became known as the Abdallab, revolted under Ajib the Great
and formed the semi-autonomous Kingdom of Dongola that persisted for several centuries.
Alwa officially converted to Monophysite Christianity(Jacobite) in 580, when Bishop Longinus baptized
Alwa's king and nobles. Christianity seemed to have been rooted before the king's baptism.
The small number of text, covers period of Mamluk expedition into Nubia. Mamluks attempted on
several occasions to replace the king of Makouria with their own hand-picked regent. The Makouria
king would seek refuge in the territory of al-Abwab, in Alwa. On occasion the ruler of the territory would
turn over the king to the Mamluks. By the 1200s, the kingdom was overrun by Arab nomads. The
'Abdallah Arabs were able to establish various fiefdom, acquiring territory from the kingdom. In 1504,
the capital of Soba was taken over by the Funj of the Sennar Sultanate, scholars believe. Some
accounts relate a combine Funj and Abdallah Arab conquest. By 1524, the region was in complete
ruins.

The region would later become part of the powerful Funj Sultanate, between the 1500s through 1700s.
Egyptian Kingdom of Kush
Meroitic Kingdom of Kush
Christian Kingdoms of Nubia
Islamization
Ali dynasty
The Mahdiyah
Anglo-Egyptian rule

c. 16th cent. BC – 11th c. BCE
11th c. BCE
– 6th c. BCE
6th - c. 14th cent.
c. 9th – 19th cent.
1821–1885
1885–1899
1899–1956

First Civil War
Independence
Nimeiri era

1955–1972
1956
1969–1985
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II
The Gezira Scheme

Al-Gezīrah lies just southeast of the confluence of the Blue and White Nile rivers; the Blue Nile runs
northwestward through the central part of the region, and the White Nile lies to the west. The Blue Nile
is joined by the Dinder River at the southern border of Al-Jazīrah and is joined by the Rahad River east
of Wad Madani.
Al-Jazīrah is the site of one of the largest irrigation projects in the world. Begun by the British in 1925.
The engineer in charge of the dam's construction was Murdoch McDonald, an eminent figure of the
1920s. The Jazīrah (Gezira) scheme distributes the waters of the Blue Nile through a 2,700-mile
(4,300-km) network of canals and ditches to irrigate fields growing cotton and other cash crops. This
scheme has made Al-Jazīrah the most productive agricultural area of Sudan. Water for the scheme is
supplied from two dams, one at Sennar and the other at Al-Ruṣayriṣ upstream on the Blue Nile.
Most of the population engages in agriculture, and crops include cotton, cereals, oilseeds, peanuts
(groundnuts), wheat, sesame, durra (sorghum), duchy (millet), and vegetables. A hydroelectric plant is
located at Wad Madani. Industries produce ginned cotton, sesame and peanut oils, cigarettes, leather
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goods, soap, and processed foods. Wad Madani is the chief city of Al-Jazīrah. Most of the people are
Arabs; the Nubians are only a significant minority.

A gate for irrigation canal
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A hafir, or constructed pond, often holds the water to the nearby farms. The traditional crop here was
rain fed sorghum, eaten as asida, a spicy porridge; the water was for both livestock and domestic use.
The construction of the dams and the irrigation canal systems by the British put a good part of these
plains to intensive use.
There were no "farmers" on the Gezira Scheme, only "tenants" with
prescribed duties and rewards prescribed by the Sudan Plantations Syndicate. Today however the
land belongs to the farmers.
A field channel brings water to an intricately furrowed block of land. Water management on the
scheme is complicated, in part because the soil is a heavy clay and in part because the system is
incapable of supplying water on demand to all the areas at the same time. Instead, delivery of irrigation
water is rotated among thousands of tenants.
The area served includes more than 10,000 square kilometres (2.5×106 acres). Cotton production
increased in the 1970s and was at its height in 1980 when I joined the University of Gezira. The
Agricultural faculty was directly involved in the developments.
.
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The British also built a railway system that by the 1980s became the means of taking cotton from the
Gezira to Port Sudan.
The trains take the cotton to Port Sudan and are shipped to British Cotton Factories where they are
used to produce final products. Sudanese cotton was considered to be the best fibres in the world.
After the freedom of Sudan the cotton was auctioned off every year to the international competitors.
Today 13 of the 37 large cotton traders are based in the USA. 4 large firms are based in India; 4 in
Switzerland and 2 in England.
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The Gezira farmers also produced other food crops like sorgum, groundnut and wheat. Thus it serves
as the source of the food in Sudan.

Isogram
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III
The University of Gezira
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The University of Gezira was established in 1975 by a presidential decree at Wad Madani City in the
central Sudan.
It is famous for its schools of medicine and agriculture. University of Gezira was
the first university built out of the capital Khartoum. They also had a separate campus for the new
faculty of computer science.

Administration
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Gezira University had two guest houses - one in Khartoum in the New Extension and the other in
Gezira campus. Ponnamma took the children and went back to Bangalore from Yemen and I
proceeded direct to Khartoum, as the University wanted me to be present at the beginning of the new
Semester. I was received by the Administration and was placed in the guest house for about a week.
I made contacts with our old neighbors. I was then taken to Gezira and was placed in the Gezira
guest house till proper housing can be found. On the day of my arrival the Vice Chancellor himself
came to celebrate the new appointment. He brought along with him a supply of wine and food.
However, he was disappointed that I did not join him in the drinking. However, it was a time of
starting of a friendship. Ponnamma arrived after another week. When we went to receive her we
also bought a second hand car through Yusif, our old neighbor. We drove back to Gezira and stayed
in the guest house for over a month. The advantage of this arrangement was that we were treated as
guests with a surfeit of food and drinks and no housekeeping care. It turned out as another honey
moon period. At the end of the month they were able to find a large bungalow half a mile away within
the walking distance. Since Gezira was a hot place the rooms were fitted with air conditioners and
the large front yard with a huge canopied tree was watered almost every afternoon
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As usual with her ability to speak Arabic fluently, she made friends with the neighbors. Here is
Ponnamma with the neighbors. They lived opposite to our house with the two gates facing each
other. Ahmed was a goldsmith. In fact, before Ponnamma left for India, the family wanted to show
their affection for us and Ponnamma was given a gold ring with side rings to stop it from falling out.
We became close families that the oldest daughter who was in the high school brought us food every
day. In fact, this continued even after Ponnamma left, till the end of that year. Every afternoon as
soon as I arrive from the University the children brought in the food in a large platter and transferred
them into the refrigerator. This was enough for me for the whole day. The only cooking, I made was
making coffee and breakfast. Such is the hospitality of the people of Gezira that cannot found
anywhere in the world. “Let love of the brethren continue. Forget not to show love unto strangers: for
thereby some have entertained angels unawares.” (Hebrews 13:1-2). This indeed was the traditional
Nubian culture which they still hold. The girl later did come to India for her graduation in New Delhi in
1992 while we were in Bangalore and wrote to us.

The Open Air Cinema of Gezira
The entertainment was provided by the Open Air Cinema Theatre where I was given a reserved seat
throughout the year. A cubicle was left open and was never sold except to me. When the family
went home to India this was a place of relaxation. Every popular American and Indian movie were
shown in this theater. They were very popular in this culture.
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The University teaching challenges.
The University teaching was essentially in the building up of the Laboratories and teaching normal
graduation classes. However, after a semester the college asked me to take over the Medical
Physics courses as well. This was a challenge and I had to do a lot of research and produce a book
on it. These included Muscles and Forces of body, Physics of the Skeleton, Physics of the
Cardio-vascular System, Electrical Signals within the Body through nerves and synapse, Physics of
the Ear and Hearing, Physics of the Eye and Vision, Physics of Medical Imaging and treatment using
radiation in the treatment of cancer and brain diseases. I did not have any readymade texts in this
area and required a lot of reading and writing.
.
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Anil stayed with the Prestons in England for a week. As soon as I got the job we telegraphed him to
proceed to US. He joined the Oregon University for Engineering. Under the new terms of my
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contract I was able to send in 30 percent of my salary at the exchange rate of 1970s which was more
than enough for him to support himself. Premu joined the Mount Carmel College for B.Sc. And
Preethy and Ajit were with the Bishop Cotton schools.
Episcopal Church of Sudan in Wad Medani
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Ponnamma and I went to the Episcopal Church Cathedral at Wad Medani and worshiped with them.
The Bishop in Charge of the Diocese was Abuna Butrus who was closely associated with us during the
two years of my service in Medani. At one time when I visited his home, there was a senior bishop
from England who had come to visit the Churches in the Sudan. To my surprise he had known my
eldest brother Dr. M.M.Thomas and was given a surprise when he said. “I had the privilege sitting at
the feet of Dr. M.M.Thomas”
When we finally left Medani in 1984. We donated our car to the bishop.
Here is a summary of the ECS soon after my leaving Sudan to Yemen.
When Bishop Allison retired in 1974, Elinana J. Ngalamu succeeded him and thus became the first
African bishop of the Diocese of the Sudan. Rev. Elinana J. Ngalamu was enthroned as the first
archbishop of the new Province of the Episcopal Church of the Sudan (ECS), by Donald Coggan, the
Most Reverend and the Right Honorable Lord Archbishop of Canterbury on October 11, 1976.
Elinana’s term of office of six years was supposed to be ending in 1982. However, he refused to step
down in accordance with the Anglican tradition. A chief remains a chief in the tribal tradition for life.
When the crisis was resolved only after another six-year period. Bishop Benjamin Wani Yugusuk
became the second Archbishop of ECS on 28th February 1988.Bishop Elinana passed away in
Khartoum on 29th September 1992. He was buried in Khartoum. However, his remains were later
transferred from Khartoum and re-buried in Juba on 8th November 2008.
Beginning of the Bible Study Group in Gezira University
As usual there were a large number of Christian Students belonging to the Orthodox and Evangelical
tradition in the University who did not have a place to worship or hear the Word of God. Seeing this
serious situation, we openned our house for Prayer, worship and Bible Study every Friday. Over
thirty students gathered every Friday. When the Registrar knew about this, to my surprise he offered
the University bus to transport the students from their hostels to our house and returned them back.
This went on for the whole two years during the academic period without a hitch.
As usual I went home for three-month vacation and Ponnamma and Children came to Wad Medani for
three months leave.
These pictures were taken during my holidays when I went back to Bangalore.
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Bishop Cotton Boys School Drill Period.
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Ajit is somewhere in the line.
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In Bangalore during my holidays
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Preethy receiving guests in our Bangalore apartment.

Evangelist Pushparaj and his family were guests to our house in Bangalore.
The St. Thomas Evangelical Church of India, Bangalore.
After the first three years of fellowship in our home, the group was able to by a small church in
Lingarajapuram and the fellowship moved into the new church.
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A wedding in the Evangelical Family
At the back row you can see me. Rev. Thomas Varughese (now Bishop) is also seen

The end of the bus ride from Khartoum to Gezira
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Preethy and her halloween dress up
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